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education with a class to hone individual reading skills and a
preparation day for analysts who want to participate in
Relationship Analysis classes in the year 2000. Aspiring
analysts have the next opportunity to take the Analyst training
in January. It has been expanded to four days, with a day of
Ra on giving readings.

Professional schedule
Students who've attended Ra's professional classes have

Ra moves to Taos
In September, Ra returned to Taos to give another of his

marvelous professional trainings. This year, however, he
brought his family with him to make Taos their home. We feel
deeply honored by his confidence in us and privileged to have
him so available. With his advice and support literally “just
around the corner,” we look forward to building the center of
Human Design and its school here in Taos and to continue the
work of building a strong organization to promote the Human
Design System in the world.

New Sun Services
New Sun Services America is five years old now and we are

very pleased with the progress made. Starting from nothing,
we managed to establish a large and ever faster growing
base of clients, an exciting educational program and a
sizable, rapidly expanding inventory of educational tapes,
books and tools. We are so busy in fact (still just Zeno and
Chaitanyo) that we're looking at adding permanent staff and
train our “right hands” by next year. This will allow us time to
develop some projects that have been waiting, some for years
by now. It's very exciting. 

We love this work and its challenges. The Human Design
System at the center of our lives has allowed us to be ourselves.
This is a lot to be grateful for. We also thank all of you who are
attracted to this knowledge for your support that has enabled
Human Design to spread and the business to grow.

Analyst education
One of our main concerns has been and still is the

education of able Human Design analysts. The Human Design
System is logical and the reading of a chart a learnable
formula. A Human Design analyst is nothing more than a
mechanic, with the job to describe someone's Design in
simple, straightforward and understandable terms, just to tell,
not to teach or correct. 

At this time, all analysts in America are educated and
licensed only to give individual readings; no Rave returns or
relationship readings, no study groups or trainings. The
proper education will be offered only in the coming years. A
few people in a hurry disregard the requirements and that's
who Ra refers to in his message. 

The Spring training schedule brings continued analyst
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A Message from Ra
This past August in Austria, I completed my teaching

program with a group of European students, analysts who
began their Human Design education in 1993. With this first
generation properly prepared, I felt assured in being able to
focus my attention elsewhere. In late September, I arrived
with my family to settle in Taos, the home of Human Design
in America.

New Sun Services America and the profound dedication of
Zeno and Chaitanyo have resulted in a quality-oriented
educational organization that has impressed me. I am here
because this organization is the standard for the future of
Human Design education.

It takes many years of education, experimentation and
experience to develop the best possible representatives of
this knowledge. I am saddened to hear of American analysts
with truly minimal training who are passing themselves off as
authorities and teachers; who ignore both copyright and
organization requirements. I would like to remind those of
you who complain and conspire out of a professed love of
Design, that had it not been for NSSA, you would not have
met this knowledge and its immeasurable gift to you.

Perhaps my being here and the expansion of the
educational program in the coming years will reinforce the
importance of properly planting this “seed” so that it may
flourish for the benefit of the children of tomorrow.

I look forward to working closely with New Sun Services
America and American analysts for the continued growth of
Human Design.
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upcoming trainings
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To register call   505  7582909

date  location  course  teacher  description  price  footnote

come to expect a great learning experience and an
astonishing depth in the continuing ongoing unfolding of this
knowledge. 1999 brings courses on all the channels, two in
Spring; the rest in Fall. These classes are open to Advanced
students.

With Ra living here, we can add short classes on various
topics at different levels of education to the already intriguing
schedule, like those on December 15 and February 1. There's
more to come. For the most uptodate schedule see
www.humandesignsystem.com.

New products
The enclosed flyer presents a host of helpful, useful and

beautiful new Human Design items. Products are released
more frequently than newsletters, so check the news section at
www.humandesignsystem.com for the latest.

Dec 11  Taos, NM  Introduction lecture  Ra  premises and potentials  free  

Dec 12–13  Taos, NM  Basic training  Zeno  mechanics and language  $320  

Dec 14   Taos, NM  The Four Types and Authority  Ra  1 day Basic extension  $160  1

Jan 28–31  Taos, NM  Analyst training  Zeno, Ra  the Reading as a formula  $540  2

Feb 1   Taos, NM  64 Gates, 36 Channels  Ra  1 day Advanced extension  $175  2

April 8–10  Taos, NM  The Creative Channels  Ra  professional, 3 days  $480  2

April 11  Taos, NM  The Manifesting Channels  Ra  professional, 1 day  $175  2

April 13–15  Taos, NM  Individual Reading Skills  Ra, Zeno  Analyst education  $450  3

April 16  Taos, NM  Relationship Preparation  Ra  Analyst education  $150  3

Sep 24–26  Taos, NM  The Generator Channels  Ra  professional, 3 days  $480  2

Sep 28–Oct 3  Taos, NM  The Projector Channels  Ra  professional, 6 days  $900  2

Oct 5–6  Taos, NM  The Rave Return reading  Ra  Analyst education  $300  3

Spring 2000  Taos, NM  Relationship Readings  Ra  Analyst education    3

Accommodations in Taos
Book your accommodations early for the best rates. 
Call Cheryl at 800 2588436, or email delnorte@laplaza.org
The Ramada Inn at 800 6598269 offers corporate rates for HD students.
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Discount

1  prerequisite Basic training
2  prerequisite Advanced education
3  for licensed analysts only
•  No recording permitted.
•  Add 6.3% NM tax to Taos trainings.
•  Audit fee half price.

5% discount for full payment received three weeks
before course start.

Footnotes

Special Basic training in Taos
The Human Design School Basic training, with some

revisions, is still the same as it was in 1994. Of course, the
basics don't really change, but those of us involved have
learned more about teaching effectively, so an overhaul of the
training is now in progress.

The Taos training in December gives us an opportunity to test
an extended version, featuring the possibility for students to
round out their Basic the next day with Ra lecturing about the
four types and authority. 

The Advanced training
Absorbing basic Human Design knowledge takes time.

Diligent study of charts, books and ephemeris is needed. The
Advanced training is a correspondence course designed to help
you in that process. Guided by Zeno's voice (and Ra's as a
guest) on tape you work through a book with illustrations and
exercises. To become more fluent in Human Design language
you practice fitting the keynotes together by applying Rave
circuitry and the streams of awareness. This completion of
Basic knowledge prepares you well for the Analyst training and
all professional classes with Ra.


